
Transforming Order to Cash and
Accounts Receivable process

via Process Mining



With today's growing customer expectations for instant access to their purchase and lower tolerance for late or incomplete 
deliveries, it has become more critical than ever to increase productivity and reliability of order operations.
This requires a new level of insight into daily processes and an increased ability to turn these insights into meaningful 
process improvements.  With Process Mining, organizations streamline and remove friction from order management 
processes across systems and departments to deliver on-time, increase productivity and improve reliability. 
Generally speaking, order management (Order-to-Cash) refers to the business process of quoting, receiving, fulfilling 
and billing for customer orders.
One of the main challenges is delivery performance, especially on-time and in-full delivery, and quality of goods. It 
requires an innovative, holistic and connected approach to the Order-to-Cash process to address marketplace demands. 
The order management process involves a complex system of interconnected touchpoints and stakeholders. Some of the 
critical challenges for businesses include:
 Human error  Order Backlogs  Transportation errors  Poor communication

These can all seriously negate customer satisfaction.
On the other hand, Accounts Receivable sits at the backbone of the finance organization and can unlock tremendous value. 
By using insights gained via process mining, you can take action to reduce billing delays, receive earlier payments 
and mitigate fallout risk.
Generally speaking, Accounts Receivable (AR) refers to the business process of sending invoices, dunning and 
receiving payments.

A business-driven approach for order management along with process mining helps in aligning with 
company objectives and can improve profitability and business growth: 

 It enables companies to drive revenue management and fulfillment productivity, optimize working capital and improve
customer satisfaction
 Accelerating fulfillment in order ensure on-time and in-full delivery of goods
 Minimizing order returns through comprehensive quality control and order accuracy checks
 Optimizing working capital through reducing inventory costs and removing bottlenecks such as unnecessary credit

checks
 Increasing productivity by utilizing automation and minimizing manual touches required on sales orders
 Reducing risk exposure by eliminating rogue negotiations and monitoring any approval steps
 Maximize customer satisfaction through timely communication and proper expectation setting

Key Challenges Faced 

Solution via Digital Process Mining



In Accounts Receivable, process mining monitors and tracks individual customer invoice positions. 
Accounts receivables are legally enforceable payment claims held by a company against its customers, e.g., 
for goods supplied. These payment claims are a crucial factor influencing the liquidity of a company. 
Therefore, the analysis and optimization of the AR process are essential for liquidity management.

 By identifying patterns of late payments, missed discounts and problematic suppliers, organizations can improve their  
     billing accuracy, drive automation, and knuckle down on productivity to reduce late collections.
 Improving DSO (Days Sales Outstanding) by ensuring on-time payment and proactively monitoring overall customer  
    payment behavior
 Accelerating internal throughput times to produce and send invoices in a timely manner
 Optimizing dunning and courtesy notices (regarding cash discounts) to drive payment behavior
 Recovering any unjustified cash discounts claimed and enforcing any late fees levied
 Minimizing changes and bundling invoices together to reduce the manual effort required
 Providing full transparency into customer standing and behavior to inform intelligent credit limits
By enhancing the accounts receivable process, establishing transparent management processes, and 
consistently tracking KPIs, companies can streamline their operations and bring a working capital culture 
to the business. 

It has brought the revelation on traditional process mining and data discovery world. Digital process mining is:

Faster to get end-to-end 
business insights, visibility of 

entire process value chain 
and  bottlenecks

Automated alerts on KPI 
breach, auto scheduled bot 

triggering

Identify action areas and 
improve productivity  

and NPS at a real 
faster pace

Faster transformation value 
realization

Removes dependency 
on labour to create|  

reports, which is time 
consuming

Reduction in
cycle time

Key Benefits of Digital Process Mining



A typical Process Mining Implementation on an ERP 
system involves the following stages:

And it results in turning processes into extraordinary experiences for everyone and 
driving Accelerated transformation

Process Mining Delivers Following Outcomes
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